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Trees and Property 

 

Trees are the planet’s largest plant and tallest organism, yet with regard to property they are 
often given little consideration until there is a problem. The implications of not considering 
trees in the insurance process can be negative for both property owner and insurer. Conflict 
can arise when trees cause damage or injury to the owner’s property, to neighbouring 
properties or passing traffic and pedestrians. Insurance can cover tree related damage; 
however, if catastrophic failure occurs to a tree which has not been professionally assessed 
and appropriately managed, the owner may then be liable for the costs. 
 
Positive Aspects of Trees 
Trees provide important services to the ecosystem in terms of flood alleviation and pollution 
control, and significantly enhance the environment by engendering a sense of well-being. 
They can visually complement buildings and can be important elements of a property’s design. 
These attributes are recognised in law where trees can be the subject of a Conservation Area 
or Tree Preservation Order. With this in mind, when a problem arises simply removing trees 
may not be the answer with legal barriers in place to such an action. 
 
Negative Aspects of Trees 
Tree planting has unfortunately not always been carefully considered; trees can grow to 
enormous sizes, and the tree may just be in the wrong place with its retention being 
unsustainable. Leaves fill gutters and branches can damage above ground drainage systems 
and roof / hanging tiles (as can climbing plants). Heavy shading and deposits from fruit and 
sap can impinge on the reasonable enjoyment of one’s property. Tree root action can 
contribute to underground drainage damage, hard surfacing damage and subsidence. 
 
Legal Considerations for Tree Management 
Common Law Duty of Care obliges you to ensure your tree(s) is not the cause of nuisance to 
your neighbour (including physical damage). Occupiers Liability Act (1984) obliges you to take 
steps which ensure that your tree(s) does not  put neighbours, passers-by and visitors to your 
property at unreasonable risk due to the condition of your tree(s). Defective Premises Act 
(1972) makes landlords, business property owners etc responsible for the reasonable upkeep 
of their properties including trees. Highways Act (1980) obliges you to keep the highways 
(pedestrian and vehicular) free from obstruction from any part of your tree. Health and Safety 
at Work etc. Act (1974) obliges you to ensure that anybody working at your property is not 
unduly put at risk by the condition of your tree (obviously does not include tree professionals).  
Town and Country Planning Act (1990) requires that permission is obtained from a Local 
Planning Authority (Council) prior to any work taking place on trees that are within a 
Conservation Area or subject to a Tree Preservation Order. Where sufficient evidence is 
provided to a Council for tree work to take place to prevent damage and the work is refused, a 
Council may then be liable for tree related damages. 
 
Injury and property damage from trees are rare. However, when they do occur the implications 
are significant. Ensuring you have sufficient insurance cover can be complex. Appropriate 
assessment and management of your trees can help to ensure suitable cover is in place.    
The following tables can assist you to assess whether your trees may require surveying. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



  

Tree Surveys 
 

Where trees require surveying, the survey and report should be completed in the spring or 
summer. If findings show structural defects within trees, ideally all necessary tree work should 
be completed before October and the autumn and winter storms. Urgent surveys and 
subsequent work should be completed immediately. Where circumstances allow, the best time 
to carry out tree work is at the end of winter. 
 

• Table 1: Tree Safety (All trees more than 10 metres (m) in height) 
 

Tree Condition and Location Survey Need  

Trees within falling distance, or branches within falling distance of buildings 
and areas used by people. No obvious defects within trees. 

As soon as possible. 

Trees within falling distance or limbs/branches within falling distance of 
property or areas used by people. Obvious defects including parts of tree 
dying, cavities, fungal fruiting bodies, cracks, splits and fractures. 

Urgent 

Trees within falling distance or limbs/branches within falling distance of 
property or areas used by people. Excavation work has taken place within 3m 
of a tree stem, or roots more than 4cm diameter have been severed. 

Urgent 

 
 

• Table 2: Trees and Buildings (Also woody shrubs more than 2 metres in height and diameter) 
 

 
 
Tree Location and Size 

Survey Need for 
Buildings in Good 

Condition 
(Building Year 

Dependent) 

 
Survey Need for Buildings 

Showing Signs of 
Structural Movement 

Trees less than 10m in height or 
large woody shrub within a 10m 
distance of buildings. 

As soon as is reasonably 
possible (pre 1974). No survey 
necessary (post 1974). 

Survey as part of investigation 
to find building movement 
cause or remove trees and 
shrubs of little significance. 

Trees less than 10m height within 
a 12m distance of buildings. 

As soon as is reasonably 
possible (pre and post 1974). 

Survey as part of investigation 
to find building movement 
cause. 

Trees less than 10m height within 
a 20m distance of buildings. 

No survey required (pre and 
post 1974). 

Survey as part of investigation 
to find building movement 
cause. 

 
 

• Table 3: Trees and Drainage (All trees more than 10 metres in height) 
 

Tree Location Existing Drainage 
Laid at less than 1m 

Depth 

New Drainage 
to be Laid 

 
Survey Reason 

Trees within 3m 
of drainage run. 

Survey trees as soon as is 
reasonably possible. 

Survey trees prior 
to drainage layout 
confirmation. 

Assess immediate & long term 
impact & recommend 
solutions. 

Trees within 10m 
of proposed new 
drainage runs. 

 Survey trees prior 
to drainage layout 
confirmation. 

Assess impact on trees, 
provide recommendation re. 
tree removal, retention and 
protection from drainage 
works. 


